Hydraulic Dump/Hoist Operation

Hydraulic Hoist Operation (If equipped)

1.) Open the end-gate and secure to trailer prior to raising a loaded body. Ensure that the trailer and tow vehicle are on level ground prior to raising the body. Ensure that ramp tray constraints (if equipped) are secured prior to raising the body. Be careful of any overhead objects prior to raising the body.

**WARNING**

Do Not Move Tow Vehicle While Hoist Is In Use.

Moving the tow vehicle while the body and hoist are raised, could cause a roll-over resulting in injury or death.

2.) To Raise Hoist: Tow Vehicle must be in park with emergency brake set. Push “UP” button on remote.

3.) To Hold Hoist: When button is released hoist will hold current position.

**CAUTION**

1. Stay out from under body when hoist is operating.
2. During dump operation, no one must be allowed to stand in or move through the area where the body and hoist operate or into an area where load might fall.
3. Operator must remain at controls during dumping operations.
4. Never leave body raised or partly raised while vehicle is unattended or while performing maintenance or servicing under body-unless body is braced to prevent accidental lowering.

4.) To Lower Hoist: Push “DOWN” button on remote. For safe operation, DO NOT move vehicle until trailer body is completely down. Do not allow debris in the area where the box rests on frame. Ensure the end-gate and ramp tray constraints are secured prior to moving the trailer and tow vehicle.

Safety Prop Operation (use only when body is empty)

**WARNING**

Never enter the area under raised empty body for any reason without the safety prop supporting the body.

1.) Raise the body to full “UP” position.
2.) Lift prop rod and swing back to align with pocket.

**NOTE:** Larger capacity hoists have a prop on both sides. Both props must be used.

3.) Lower the body until resting on safety props.

Maintenance

Prior to performing any maintenance to the hoist, be sure to place support in place securely. (see picture on the upper left.) For detailed maintenance of Hoist, see manufacturers manual. Be sure to read and follow all warnings in manufacturer’s manual and on trailer.